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Executive summary
One of Canada’s pre-eminent girls’ schools, Crofton House

The appointed candidate will be a visionary educator with a track

School (CHS) provides an exceptional educational experience

record of successful leadership experience and the wisdom and

for 900 extraordinary girls from Junior Kindergarten to

strategic skills to lead a high performing organization to even

Grade 12.

greater success. A collaborative leader, the next Head will

Established over 100 years ago and set on a beautiful ten-acre
campus in Vancouver, CHS is well governed and financially strong.
The School has just completed the Campus Master Plan, an $80
million capital development program, creating a world-class
learning environment to support its bold educational aims.

empower and build capacity in others, inspiring an experienced
and dedicated faculty and energizing students, parents and other
stakeholders. First-class communication skills are essential as is
the ability to be a warm, engaging and highly visible figure within
the Crofton House community and externally. The successful
candidate will have a passionate and authentic belief in the

The Board of Governors now seeks an inspirational educator to

benefits of single sex education for girls. The appointed Head will

succeed Dr. Patricia Dawson who will retire in June 2019 after

be able to clearly articulate the unique role that CHS must play in

19 years of outstanding service to Crofton House School. The School

educating girls in the 21st Century to assume meaningful

is in the early stages of implementing a bold strategic plan that

leadership roles in the world.

articulates its commitments and objectives against four pillars, one
of which encompasses the launch of a bursary program as a strategic
priority. This is an exciting opportunity to lead a diverse and
dynamic community into a significant new stage in its evolution and
to develop CHS as the leader in girls’ education in Canada.
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Vision, mission and values
Vision

Values

Extraordinary possibilities

• Courage

Mission

• Creativity

Inspiring girls to discover and pursue their personal
excellence

• Citizenship
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Over 100 years of tradition
Since opening its doors in 1898, CHS has built an excellent

Dr. Gordon’s vision is still vital today, as generations of young

reputation as a progressive and inspiring learning

women continue to excel through the support of a close-knit

environment for young women and has become the leading

school community that unites students, faculty, and parents.

independent girls’ day school in British Columbia.

CHS is proud of its past, celebrates its present and aspires to be

The School’s Founder, Dr. Jessie Gordon, was an educational
pioneer with a dream. She envisioned an all-girls’ school
where young women would have dynamic and stimulating
surroundings in which to learn and build a solid foundation
to meet life’s challenges.

the Canadian leader in girls’ education.
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Crofton House School today
Students
CHS today is a vibrant and diverse community of 900 girls from

The Junior School is an energetic and nurturing centre for

Junior Kindergarten to Grade 12. There are more than three

learning for girls up to Grade 7. The program develops the whole

applicants for every space at the School. Across the four entry

child by offering an enriched and challenging curriculum with

grades, more than 90 per cent of offered places are accepted.

caring and enthusiastic teachers.

Faculty

Exciting lessons, field trips, in-depth projects, the integration of

CHS’s 165 committed faculty and administrative staff work
collaboratively to place student learning at the heart of the School.
CHS prides itself on attracting, retaining and developing
extraordinary teachers who are dedicated to inspiring young women
to meet the challenges of life with confidence, to take a responsible
role in society, and to enjoy a lifelong enthusiasm for learning.
The faculty are all certified teachers who are committed to the
importance and benefits of an all-girls’ learning environment.
All courses in the Senior School are taught by subject specialists,
while the Junior School is a balance between specialists in subjects
such as art, music, French, physical education, and information
technology, and qualified form teachers.

Academics
A CHS education encourages girls to embrace their intellectual
curiosity. Girls are encouraged to formulate, share and challenge
ideas while finding their voices as citizens of the world.

technology, and a positive partnership with parents all contribute
to the environment of high expectations for each girl.
The Senior School provides an enriched and accelerated
curriculum that meets or exceeds the British Columbia Ministry
of Education graduation requirements. The curriculum is
developmental in all subject areas, with a focus on enrichment
and authentic learning. While much of the Grade 8 and 9 program
is compulsory, students learn to make choices regarding their
interests, particularly in fine arts and applied skills. When
students enter the graduation program (Grade 10-12), they
benefit from a wide range of options and in several curricular
areas they have opportunity to take Advanced Placement courses.
CHS has an exemplary track record of sending girls to pursue
post-secondary study at some of the best universities in Canada
and across the world. In the past three years, graduates have
taken up places at the University of British Columbia, the
University of Toronto, Brown, Cornell, Berkeley, Princeton, Yale,
Columbia, Dartmouth, the University of Pennsylvania, Tufts,
King’s College London, Cambridge, St Andrews, Durham,
Edinburgh and many other leading institutions.
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Crofton House School today
Creative life
Music, drama and the creative arts are an integral part of life at
CHS. The new Fine Arts Centre and Theatre offer world-class
facilities and expanded art and design spaces to inspire
and enable future generations of CHS girls to realize their
creative potential.
Each school year brings an extensive program of events and
performances offering students a vast range of opportunities to
develop their talents on and off-stage.
This year, the School has introduced a new “Artist in Residence”
program that allows for an artist or series of artists to work with
CHS teachers and students on an annual basis.

Athletics
Core to the “whole girl” education experience, CHS encourages

Ivy Compass program

every student to be active and challenge herself through athletics.

In 2010, through a grant from the Webster Foundation and CHS

Each year, Crofton House girls take to the pitch, the ball courts,

Parents’ Auxiliary, Crofton House initiated the “Ivy Achievement

the running trails and the water to challenge themselves and

Program and 21st Century Leadership Institute” with the goals of

represent CHS in the community.

creating responsible citizens and effective leaders in a global

In the Junior School, participation, fair play, and skill

world. Today this is known as the Ivy Compass program.

development are emphasized. In the Senior School, there is an

Ivy Compass is a multifaceted program unique to CHS that

increased focus on competition. The main sports are field hockey,

enables students to learn about themselves, their community, and

cross country, volleyball, basketball, track and field, soccer,

their place in the world. Pulling together newly developed and

rowing, tennis and badminton.

exciting experiential lessons alongside elements already

In 2017, CHS hosted and won the AAA British Columbia

incorporated in CHS programming, Ivy Compass provides a

Volleyball championship for the top 16 public and independent

purposeful approach to developing personal growth, leadership,

schools in the province. CHS girls won provincial championship

and engaged citizenship.

gold medals for AA Track and Field, AA Field Hockey and Junior

Currently, the program is offered from Junior Kindergarten to

Tennis, and secured ten medals from 13 ISABC (Independent

Grade 12. The intention is to more fully develop the program as a

Schools Association of British Columbia) championships.

defining feature of a CHS education.
Upon graduation, CHS graduates will not only receive their
British Columbia Dogwood Diploma but also an Ivy Compass
Diploma recognizing their successful completion of the Ivy
Compass program requirements.
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Campus and facilities
CHS girls benefit from a learning environment that is truly

These are the final major projects and bring to a close this

world-class. Over the course of the last decade, the School has

unprecedented chapter in CHS’s history.

invested $80 million in re-building and re-developing the
campus, creating buildings and facilities that blend tradition and
innovation. This has been made possible by the generous and
sustained support of the entire CHS community.
The new Fine Arts Centre and Theatre have recently opened.

Finances
CHS enjoys a strong and healthy financial position. 2016-2017
marked another successful year with a total enrolment of
almost 900 students, revenues of $26.9 million and expenses
of $24.1 million.

The new Head will therefore inherit an exceptional campus
with facilities that provide an attractive and uplifting learning
environment for generations to come. This platform will
naturally be integral in enabling CHS to further develop as a
leader in girls’ education.
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Alumnae and advancement
Alumnae

Advancement

There are almost 4,000 Crofton House School alumnae living

CHS is built on a foundation of philanthropy. The strong tradition

around the world. CHS Alumnae are doctors, artists,

of giving has played a key role in the School’s growth and its

entrepreneurs, volunteers and CEOs. CHS alumnae are

ability to continue as a leader in girls’ education.

confident, empowered women who can – and do – accomplish
extraordinary things.

The Campus Master Plan was made possible by funds raised from
the New Parents’ Campaign and the community. Each year the

The CHS Alumnae Association works in collaborative

New Parents Appeal reaches out to all new families entering the

partnership with the School to deliver numerous events to bring

School for the first time. The goal is to achieve 100 per cent

this extraordinary community together.

participation – to encourage each family to be a vested part of
their daughters’ education. In 2015 CHS reached an
unprecedented 98 per cent participation rate, raising over
$4 million in support of the Campus Master Plan.
With the conclusion of the campus development, the launch of
the new bursary program has become an important fundraising
priority and a key component of the Extraordinary Girls pillar of
the strategic plan. In 2017, the annual Golf Classic raised over
$270,000 in support of the Bursary Program and an additional
$340,000 was raised in cash and pledges.
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Governance and leadership
Governance

Leadership

The Board of Governors of Crofton House School is made up of

The Head is ultimately responsible for CHS’s 165 faculty and

both parents and non-parents with a tremendous amount of Board

administrative staff and directly line manages a Senior Leadership

and business experience who are dedicated, capable and willing

Team comprising the following posts:

individuals who all share a love of the School, a deep commitment
to its vision, and an appreciation of the value of a first-class

• Deputy Head

education for young women. With a majority of women governors,

• Director, Senior School

the composition of the Board reflects the balance of expertise and

• Director, Junior School

perspectives needed to achieve the mission of the School.
There are to be a minimum of 14 and a maximum of 18 Board
members, 12 of whom shall be elected by the members of the
Society (the parents of the School and Board members). Elected
members may serve up to three consecutive three-year terms.
To ensure continuity and institutional memory, at each annual

• Director, Admissions
• Director, Advancement
• Director, Human Resources
• Director, Finance

general meeting four elected members retire and four new

• Director, Communications and Marketing

members are elected. Up to four additional members may be

• Director, Operations and Information Technology

appointed for a one-year term. The Chairs of the Crofton House
School Alumnae Association and Parents’ Auxiliary also sit on the
Board during their respective terms of office.
The current Chair of the Board is Richard Wood. In October 2018,
he will be succeeded by Carolyn Kirkwood, Vice-Chair and former
(and first) Chair of the Bursary and Marketing Committee.
A full list of governors is available at
www.croftonhouse.ca/board
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Crofton House School:
the future
Beyond Buildings:
Extraordinary Possibilities –
Strategic Plan 2015-2025

Pillar one: Extraordinary girls

From its establishment in 1898, bold decisions have guided the

diverse population of girls, regardless of financial circumstances, who

development of CHS as an exceptional learning environment.

will embrace and shape the unique opportunity of a CHS education.

As the era of campus re-development draws to a close, CHS is
embarking on a new and exciting chapter in its evolution.
Beyond Buildings: Extraordinary Possibilities is CHS’s Strategic
Plan that identifies the four strategic pillars that will guide the
School’s growth up to 2025. Whilst the framework has been set,
and the School has already made significant progress in these four
areas, the strategic plan, like all good strategies, will necessarily
evolve over time as CHS seeks to meet new challenges and seize
new opportunities. There is therefore significant scope for the new
Head to contribute to this ‘living’ strategy and shape the direction
of the School in this exciting next stage.

Objective
The School is committed to attracting, admitting, and retaining a

Strategies
• Develop and implement an entrance bursary program that
supports each girl as a full participant in the community
regardless of financial circumstances.
• Develop and implement programs to attract girls from a more
economically diverse applicant pool.
• Develop and implement a funding strategy to support the
bursary program.

Progress
CHS is one of the first independent schools in Canada to have
clearly identified financial assistance as a strategic priority. In
October 2015, a Bursary Committee was established and the work
of this group and others has enabled CHS to welcome the first
beneficiaries of the Bursary Program to the Senior School in
September 2017.
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Crofton House School: the future
Pillar two:
Extraordinary learning

Pillar three:
Extraordinary teachers

Objective

Objective

Be a leader in girls’ education, providing an exemplary learning

Attract, develop, retain and recognize extraordinary teachers.

environment and rich programs that inspire each girl to pursue
her personal excellence.

Strategies
• Refine and strengthen the Junior Kindergarten to Grade 12
program to support the development of the whole girl.

Progress
This year, focus is on the newly renovated Fine Arts Centre that:
• has allowed for the introduction of an ‘Artist in Residence’
program;

Strategies
• Develop a teacher profile that articulates the skills, knowledge,
habits of mind, and aptitudes of a Crofton House School teacher.
• Develop and implement a complementary professional
growth program.

Progress
CHS teachers are paid 12 per cent above the salary grid for public
school teachers in Vancouver. In addition, the School contributes
most of the 18 per cent that they save through their private

• contains a modern theatre, professional lighting and acoustics;

pension plans.

• provides a ‘Black Box’, maker spaces, and film, photography,

Alongside this, a new and comprehensive teacher evaluation

and green screen labs.
More broadly, use of the Harkness method will be expanded and
the successful Ivy Compass program will be further developed as
a distinctive part of a CHS education.

process and professional growth plan is now in place.
Furthermore, as an expression of Crofton House’s desire to
contribute to the profession as a leader in girls’ education, the CHS
Research Chair in Teaching and Learning has been launched this
year. This provides teachers in the Junior and Senior Schools the
opportunity to pursue active, progressive research.
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Crofton House School: the future
Pillar four: Extraordinary
community
Objective

Progress

Create a vibrant CHS community by engaging in intentional

There are numerous events and initiatives designed to bring the

external partnerships that contribute to the broader community.

community together and strengthen the existing bonds. The

Strategies

Parents’ Auxiliary plays a key role in organizing events throughout

• Develop and implement a comprehensive internal engagement

for vulnerable children at inner city schools.

plan that creates a strong, inclusive community by actively
supporting the CHS Parents’ Auxiliary.
• Identify and establish intentional external partnerships that
contribute positively to the local and wider communities.
• Build a strong, active alumnae relations program that
strengthens our school community and honours its history.

the year, including the annual Winter Bazaar, which raises funds
CHS’s alumnae program, led by the School’s Advancement team,
works in close partnership with the CHS Alumnae Association to
provide opportunities to create and strengthen meaningful
connections between each alumna and the CHS community.
The Whole Girl Whole World speaker series provides parents,
teachers, and girls with an exciting opportunity to hear from
internationally-renowned experts about complex issues facing
growing girls.
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Role description
Context

Key responsibilities

Crofton House is a dynamic school with many impressive strengths

The key responsibilities of the next Head of CHS are:

and extraordinary ambition. A highly successful organization, the

Visionary and strategic leadership

School has flourished under the leadership of Dr. Patricia Dawson who
has made an outstanding contribution in her 19 year tenure as Head.
CHS aspires to be recognized as the leading girls’ school in Canada and
to operate at the forefront of girls’ education globally. Now, more than

•A
 rticulate a clear vision for the development of CHS as an
agenda-setting school operating at the forefront of girls’ education.
• Work with the Board of Governors, the leadership team, faculty

ever, women are at the centre of the social, political and economic

and all parts of the CHS community to deliver and shape the

dialogue, acting with courage and integrity in the face of challenge and

Strategic Plan 2015-2025.

leading change. In this context, and against a backdrop of continued

• Ensure this strategy is grounded in the context of a rapidly

and rapid shifts in education more broadly, the strategic opportunities

shifting external environment, positioning CHS to seize

for CHS as a leader in girls’ education are significant.

opportunities and respond to changes locally, nationally and

The successful candidate will therefore join the School at a pivotal

internationally.

moment. This is an exciting opportunity to build on the considerable

• Strike an effective balance between continuity and change,

existing strengths of a diverse community, and to define CHS in

demonstrating the wisdom and strategic and political acuity to

terms of the pursuit of excellence and a deep commitment to

evolve CHS for 2019 and beyond, whilst nurturing the School’s

developing the next generation of female leaders able to meet the

core strengths and values.

challenges of an increasingly global, complex and uncertain world.
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Role description
Educational leadership

External engagement

• Bring ideas and a clear vision of what constitutes exceptional

• Be a compelling and inspirational ambassador for CHS as the

educational programming for girls in the 21 Century, and to

leader in girls’ education in Canada and at the forefront of girls’

maintain a strong, current knowledge of the latest pedagogical

education globally.

st

developments globally.
• Ensure CHS is focused on its Canadian heritage and wellpositioned to respond to and benefit from curriculum changes
in British Columbia.

People and resource management
• Think creatively about how to attract, develop, retain and
recognize extraordinary teachers, positioning CHS as a
‘destination school’ for talented educators and leaders.
• Build capacity and develop leadership at all levels, championing
a highly collegial organizational culture in which staff are
empowered to take initiative and ownership.
• Provide inspirational, innovative and effective leadership to an
experienced team of Directors, recognizing and valuing the
expertise of others and enabling each individual to deliver their
remits to the highest possible standards.
• Work closely with the Director of Finance to ensure effective
financial and resource management.

• Build connectivity for CHS at a local, provincial, national and
international level, developing links and partnerships which
benefit the School and its students.
• Establish strong relationships with parents and to encourage
parental engagement in, and support for, school life.
• Engage confidently and persuasively with alumnae and donors,
playing a lead role in CHS’s advancement activities.
• Take a lead role in fundraising alongside the Director
of Advancement.

Organizational culture
• Lead on CHS’s strategic aim to diversify its community and
attract extraordinary girls from all backgrounds who enrich the
life of the School and enhance the learning experience for all.
• Champion CHS’s distinctive values and its commitment to an
education that provides extraordinary possibilities and inspires
girls to discover and pursue their personal excellence.
• Be a visible leader, inspirational role model and an accessible
figure within the CHS community, celebrating success and
recognizing achievement across the School.
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Person specification
The next Head of CHS will be a leader of exceptional calibre.

• An understanding of how to work effectively with a Board and

An accomplished educator with a clear vision, the successful

get the best out of Board members who bring a rich range of

candidate will have the ambition and strategic abilities to

skills and experiences.

further evolve a diverse community in the pursuit of
excellence in 2019 and beyond.

Experience
• A track record of successful senior leadership experience
including evidence of successful strategic decision-making.
• A distinguished personal record of success as an educator.
• Proven experience of leading high performing teams, delegating
effectively and building leadership capacity in others.

Skills and knowledge
• Visionary leadership skills with the capacity to envisage a future
for CHS at the forefront of girls’ education.
• Outstanding communication, interpersonal and persuasion
skills, with the ability to represent the School at the highest level
in British Columbia nationally and internationally.
• A collaborative approach to decision-making with the skills to
meaningfully engage the broad CHS community in the
development of the School in this next period.
• Wide-ranging educational interests and a broad understanding of
the changing sector in Canada and beyond with the ability to
identify the opportunities and challenges this presents for CHS.

• A sound understanding of the business dimensions of
modern headship.
• The flexibility to rapidly understand and assimilate to the School,
and if coming from outside Canada, to the British Columbian
and/or wider Canadian contexts.

Leadership style and personal
characteristics
• Visible leadership with the gravitas, charisma and energy to
engage and inspire the different constituencies that make up the
CHS community.
• Empathetic, approachable and trust-inspiring style, with the
capacity to influence and engage at all levels of the organization.
• The inner confidence, personal authority and sensitivity to
succeed a long-serving and highly successful Head.
• A strong personal and professional conviction in the value of
single-sex education for girls and the unique role of CHS in
developing the next generations of female leaders.
• Commitment to CHS’s vision, mission and values.
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Terms of appointment
An excellent remuneration package commensurate with the

The Head enjoys occupancy of a four-bedroom family home across

importance of the role and the experience of the successful

the street from the School.

candidate will be offered.

Appointment process
and how to apply
The Head will be appointed by the Board of Governors. A global

The longlist of candidates will be determined on Friday 23rd

executive search exercise is being undertaken by Perrett Laver in

February and longlisted candidates will be invited for interview

parallel with the public advertisement of the post. Perrett Laver will

with Perrett Laver during the weeks commencing 26th February,

support the Board in the discharge of its duties both assisting in the

5th March, 12th March and 19th March 2018.

assessment of candidates against the requirements of the role, and
identifying a wide field of candidates.

The shortlist will be determined on Friday 6th April 2018 and
those shortlisted will be invited to informal meetings with

Applications should consist of a full CV and covering letter

members of the Search Committee in the weeks commencing

addressing the criteria set out in the role description and person

9th April and 16th April. Successful candidates will then be invited

specification. Completed applications should be uploaded at

to formal interviews at the School on Monday 23rd, Tuesday 24th

https://candidates.perrettlaver.com/vacancies/ quoting

and Wednesday 25th April 2018.

reference 3329. The closing date for applications is 0830hrs PST
on Wednesday 14th February 2018.
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Living in Vancouver
Vancouver is a vibrant, picturesque and densely populated

Vancouver has two world-class universities; the University of British

cosmopolitan city surrounded by majestic mountains

Columbia and Simon Fraser University. It is the host city of the

and the Pacific Ocean. Consistently rated one of the best

TED conference and is often called the Silicon Valley of the North.

places in the world to live, Vancouver currently ranks 3rd

It is quickly becoming known for its world-class computer game

in The Economist Intelligence Unit’s 2017 World Liveability

design expertise and for a strong film industry. The Vancouver Art

Ranking. A highly multicultural city, approximately 52 per

Gallery, Granville Island, and the historic areas of Gastown, Yaletown,

cent of its inhabitants have a first language other than English

and Chinatown highlight its lively artistic and cultural scene.

and around 30 per cent of the population is of Asian descent.

Numerous attractions are available for all age groups, including

From snow-capped mountains to temperate rainforests and
sunny beaches, Metro Vancouver has endless outdoor activities
on its doorstep, and thanks to the mild climate these can be
enjoyed year-round. Whilst it does rain quite often between

Stanley Park, Vancouver Aquarium, Telus World of Science, VanDusen
Botanical Garden, and many more. Vancouver is home to several
professional sports teams and as a point of pride, it hosted the
Vancouver/Whistler 2010 Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games.

November and March it very rarely snows in the city and

The city and its immediate surrounding areas, together known as

summers are nothing short of spectacular, being largely sunny

the Lower Mainland, comprise nearly three million people.

and warm. Due to this unique natural setting, the city’s

Vancouver’s target is to become the ‘greenest’ urban centre on

inhabitants tend to be focused on physical activities and healthy

earth by 2020.

living – a general outdoors mentality permeates life
in the region. It is a place where one can ski on one of three
ski hills at the tops of the North Shore Mountains in the morning
and go sailing on English Bay in the afternoon; cycling, hiking,
running, kayaking and other such activities are particularly popular.
A meeting place and trade centre for Aboriginal people for
millennia, Vancouver is animated by the presence of a wide
diversity of vibrant Aboriginal cultures. These can be explored at
numerous venues in the city and broader regions.

The United States border is on the southern edge of Metro
Vancouver, making Washington State easily accessible and
downtown Seattle a 2.5-hour drive. Vancouver’s award-winning
international airport connects the region with the world.
For more information about Vancouver, please visit:
www.vancouver.ca and www.hellobc.com/Vancouver
For more information about Metro Vancouver, please visit:
www.metrovancouver.org

8th Floor
MNP Tower
1021 West Hastings Street
Vancouver BC V6E 0C3
Canada
T: +1 (604) 558 5147
F: +1 (604) 558 5112

